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SKUA-GOCAD Helps Create a 3D Full-Field Reservoir
Model Incorporating All Data, including Seismicity, at
The Geysers Geothermal Field in Northern California
The Background
The Geysers, located approximately 75 miles north of San Francisco,
is the largest producing geothermal field in the world. Calpine
Corporation operations at The Geysers include 14 geothermal
plants, approximately 330 active steam production wells, and 60
active water injection wells producing about 720 million watts of
electricity (approximately 18% of California’s renewable power).

The Challenge
After a detailed assessment of available software for 3D model
building and visualization in 2011, Calpine selected SKUA-GOCAD™
subsurface modeling software.  This software was initially used for
3D induced seismicity analysis and communication of the analysis
conclusions.  Concurrently, significant effort was directed toward
3D database preparation and 3D structural model development to
improve understanding of The Geysers subsurface geology, provide
more effective drilling target analyses, and assist with real-time
drilling and reservoir management decisions.  
The primary goals for the Calpine Geysers 3D visualization and
structural model building program were:   
• Develop an extensive and properly formatted SKUA-GOCAD 3D
project database.  
• Develop a 3D structural model representing the complex
geology of The Geysers using all available data constraints.
• Use 3D visualization and 3D seismicity analysis software to
better understand the spatial and spatiotemporal relationships
between water injection and induced seismicity.  

• Provide a more integrated approach to field development and
reservoir management by “completing the loop” between
geoscience, drilling and reservoir engineering.  Knowledge
gained from reservoir modeling, history matching and drilling
activities will provide feedback for continuing refinement of the
3D structural model.   

The Solution
3D Visualization
Calpine’s initial SKUA-GOCAD 3D software utilization was
directed toward induced seismicity analysis, and has improved
the company’s understanding of the spatiotemporal relationships
between The Geysers’ water injection and induced seismicity.  
Calpine now uses 3D visualization as an effective tool for conveying
technical subsurface information during drilling target analyses
and real-time well drilling analyses involving geoscientists,
reservoir engineers and drilling specialists.
Several surfaces or “horizons” were developed and refined using SKUAGOCAD. Smaller localized surfaces were developed primarily from the
picked lithological markers and interpreted fracture zones. However,
some of the more extensive horizons with extreme surface variability
and clustered data control points were developed using an iterative
technique.  Several iterations of surface generation and well data
quality control were performed to ensure correlation with all reliable
well data, the removal of unreliable data outliers and the production of
refined surfaces or horizons.
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• Refine the understanding of fluid flow paths, fluid boundaries,
reservoir heterogeneity and reservoir compartmentalization,
with goals of improved reservoir management and induced
seismicity mitigation.
• Refine understanding of fracture systems and fault zones.   
• Develop a refined 3D Vp/Vs velocity model allowing refined 3D
seismicity hypocenter positioning, using lithology determinations
and rock properties as a proxy for velocity, and performing
tomographic updates based on this Vp/Vs velocity model.
• Perform well planning and real-time drilling analysis within a
continually refined 3D structural model.
• Transfer the refined 3D structural model elements into The
Geysers reservoir engineering model, as an improved basis for
upscaling and simulations.  
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SKUA-GOCAD software allows synchronized time-lapse animation of 3D
seismicity, water injection and steam production at any time interval
(seconds to years).

www.pdgm.com

Recent detailed 3D analyses of induced seismicity associated with
existing Calpine injection wells, pre-drilling studies for proposed
injection and production wells, and analysis associated with the
multi-disciplinary Northwest Geysers Enhanced Geothermal
System Demonstration Project have provided strong evidence that
induced seismicity hypocenter patterns can be correlated with
other reservoir parameters and are indicative of fluid flow paths
and boundaries. Boundaries or hydraulic discontinuities can in turn
be indicative of structural or lithological variations present within
the complex geology of The Geysers geothermal field.  
Calpine has benefitted greatly from recent SKUA-GOCAD 3D
seismicity analysis software advances, developed primarily to
assess the stimulated rock volume associated with oil and gas
hydraulic fracturing. Utilizing various time-ranges of tomographic
“double-difference” seismic data, the ability to rapidly set up
and progress through induced seismicity time-animations can
be very instructive, particularly when induced seismicity depth
slices and cross-sectional slices are isolated from background
clutter for analysis and interpretation. Saving successive captured
SKUA-GOCAD seismicity slice images, and animating through the
image series using conventional software, also assisted in defining
consistent patterns which progress azimuthally or sub-vertically
through the data. Analysis of these induced seismicity patterns
provides a better understanding of the complex fault zones and
fracture systems existing throughout The Geysers.  

Drilling Analysis and Reservoir Model Building
Some lithological units were enhanced to assist with the 3D structural
interpretation. Although The Geysers is structurally very complex, continuity
can often be seen over limited distances within properly oriented well
corridors. In areas of sufficient well control, it was possible to provide reliable
lithological unit depth predictions. For example, based on predictions
of this type, several lithological units for a particular water injection well
were encountered within 50-80 feet of prognosis, and the final geologic
formation was within 15 feet of pre-drilling estimates. Additionally,
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real-time drilling analysis of the well deviation surveys and lithology logs
identified a close encounter with an adjacent wellbore, providing increased
confidence when expensive drilling decisions are required.  
The developing Geysers 3D model was constrained by interpreted
lithological boundaries and faults/fracture zones, and populated
with geological and geophysical properties. The next step is further
refinement of these structural elements throughout The Geysers,
resulting in a field-wide cell-based 3D structural model for use in well
planning and reservoir management. Upscaling of this cell-based
model will produce a refined reservoir model that is expected to allow
improved reservoir simulation and history matching, with simulationderived reservoir model refinements transferred back into the 3D
structural model, thereby “completing the loop”.

Results and Benefits
Available 3D structural model building constraints include lithology
logs, temperature logs, pressure logs, tracer analysis patterns, heat
flow patterns, reservoir history matching, and seismicity hypocenters,
all acquired over an extended period with a range of data reliability.  
The result is a refined understanding of structural relationships,
fluid flow paths, fluid boundaries, reservoir heterogeneity and
compartmentalization at The Geysers.  
3D visualization, data analysis and structural model building are
assisting the ongoing effort to better understand the complex geology
and steam reservoir of The Geysers. This has long-term benefits for
effective reservoir management, including well planning for optimal
reservoir utilization, real-time drilling decisions, and the potential for
induced seismicity mitigation. 3D structural model development is part
of a program to honor a vast collection of field data and more closely
link geoscience, reservoir engineering and drilling. This is anticipated to
contribute to reservoir management and induced seismicity mitigation
efforts at The Geysers.  Calpine intends to continue the development
of productive research collaborations and the utilization of developing
technology to achieve these goals.
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3D structural model built with SKUA-GOCAD software
Based on a paper, “Three-Dimensional Structural Model Building, Induced Seismicity Analysis, Drilling Analysis and Reservoir Management at The Geysers Geothermal Field, Northern California”,
by  Craig S. Hartline, Mark A. Walters, Melinda C. Wright, Corina K. Forson (Calpine Corproation) and Andrew J. Sadowski (Washington State Department of Natural Resources), presented at the
41st Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California, February 22-24, 2016.
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